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3SCIENCE & TECH
Word of the day
Extemporize (Verb): Speaking with little preparation 
Used in a sentence: The librarian extemporised very well. She was
suddenly called to talk at the event. 
Your turn! Pick a word from today’s The Hindu in School, the
meaning of which you do not know and send it to us at
school@thehindu.co.in. (Subject: Word of the day)
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Which of these two scenarios
best fit how you spent your
time during the holidays: Did
you laze around in your
house, ordering the latest
mobile with the best RAM
specifications from an e-
commerce seller, pizzas for
dinner and spent hours play-
ing the most recently re-
leased games? Or did you go
around with your parents
whenever you got the
chance, helping them with
their shopping and daily
chores, and earned yourself
some extra pocket money? If
you belong to the latter cate-
gory, then you might appre-
ciate this article a wee-bit
more…

If you’ve been out shop-
ping, then you surely would
have encountered a shopping
cart. You see it, you use it to
fill in with all the essential
commodities that you want
to buy, and you leave it once
you’ve settled the bill and got
your goods transferred to
your bags. Did you ever stop
to think how these carts
came to be? Let’s find out…

Born in 1898, Sylvan N.
Goldman had steadied him-
self by the 1930s after having
been through the Great De-
pression. He owned the
Humpty Dumpty supermar-
ket chain in Oklahoma City
and was doing reasonably
well. 

Sitting in his store one day,
Goldman noticed that his
customers were carrying
their groceries in hand-held
baskets. It didn’t take him
long to realise that this was
acting as a limiting factor, as
customers stopped purchas-

ing if the basket either
couldn’t fit in anything more,
or had become too heavy to
carry around. 

Staring idly at a wooden
folding chair, Goldman won-
dered how he could make the
shopping experience more

comfortable for his custom-
ers, which in effect would
lead to better results for him.
That was when it struck him
that by replacing the seat
with baskets, and adding
wheels on the legs, he could
give his customers a shop-
ping cart.

Doubters

Working with Fred Young,
a mechanic, Goldman got his
first prototypes made. Metal
frames with two wire bas-
kets, they were designed to
be folded such that the two
baskets nested on each other.

Owing to his stroke of inspi-
ration, Goldman named
them ‘folding basket carri-
ers’. Papers in Oklahoma
City carried advertisements
of these on June 4, 1937. If
you are under the impression
that they were an instant hit,
wait till you hear this. While
men thought using these
might make them look weak,
women considered them not
so fashionable.

Goldman hired models of
different age groups and both
sexes and made them pre-
tend like they were shopping.
Add to it a store greeter who
encouraged the use of these
carts, success was inevitable.
Shops were designed such
that checkout counters and
aisles aided the use of shop-
ping carts and by the 1940s,
their popularity was huge. 

Space saver
In 1946, Orla E. Watson

from Kansas City came up
with a telescoping shopping
cart that enabled the carts to
be fitted into one another,
saving precious shop space at
the front and allowing for
compact storage. Patent wars
ensued between Watson and
Goldman before they eventu-
ally reached upon a settle-
ment. 

As for the carts, the basic
design has more or less re-
mained the same, while ergo-
nomic changes have been
taken into account. Most re-
tail supermarkets offer these
carts in the hope that bigger
carts that are convenient to
move around encourages the
customers to buy more, in-
creasing their sales.

Reach the writer at
ganesh.a.s@thehindu.co.in

Go cart-ing!
When Sylvan N Goldman introduced the carts in his supermarkets to make shopping comfortable for his
customers, they weren’t welcomed with open arms. Goldman had to do more to actually make men and
women start wheeling it. 

A.S.Ganesh

HANDY A shopping trolley is pushed around a supermarket in London, Britain.
PHOTO: REUTERS 

While men thought using these might make
them look weak, women considered them
not so fashionable. Goldman hired models
of different age groups and both sexes and
made them pretend like they were
shopping. 

AN EYE FOR AN I

Just before noon on April
25, 2015, the ground in
Nepal started to move.
For about 30 seconds,
people felt the ground
shaking beneath them. It
doesn’t sound like a very
long time, but it doesn’t
take long for an earth-
quake to cause damage.
The ground shook so
much and so hard that
houses cracked, buildings
flattened, and thousands
of people were hurt or
killed.

After the earthquake,
cities and villages were
ruined. Where there used
to be buildings, there
were only broken pieces.
People were trapped un-
der collapsed houses. To
save people, you have to
dig them out. But first,
you have to know where
they are.

How can you find
someone buried under
rubble? You can’t yell
their name because they
won’t be able to hear you.

If they yell for help, you
can’t hear them either.
What you can do is listen
for their heartbeats. You
might be thinking,
“Heartbeats are very
quiet. You can’t just hear
them!” That’s normally
true. You can’t hear them
with your ears, but you
can find them with a spe-
cial machine. 

Using radar
This new machine is

called FINDER. That
stands for “Finding Indi-
viduals for Disaster and
Emergency Response.” It
uses radar to look for peo-
ple under bricks, mud,

and pieces of buildings. It
was built by scientists and
engineers from NASA and
the United States Depart-
ment of Homeland Secu-
rity. 

FINDER is the size of a
suitcase. It weighs about
as much as a two gallons
of water. When rescue
workers need to find
someone, they turn it on,
and the machine searches
for heartbeats. It can
sense a heartbeat even if
the person is buried un-
der 30 feet of broken
concrete.

When the earthquake
hit Nepal, the people who
built FINDER knew it
would be very helpful.
They brought two of the
machines to Nepal right
away. On April 29, they
found four men trapped
under collapsed build-
ings. FINDER saved their
lives. 

RADAR DETECTIVE FINDER joined a contingent of international rescuers
in northern Nepal. This photo was taken on April 29 in Kathmandu.
CREDIT: DAVID LEWIS, R4 INC.

Katie McKissick
NASA can also use radar to find birds in the
sky. http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/birds

Looking for heartbeats

Have you ever seen shoot-
ing stars streaking across
a clear night sky? These
flashes of light often disap-
pear as fast as they ap-
peared, in the blink of an
eye... But they actually have
nothing to do with stars!
Shooting stars, or meteors,
are small solid grains enter-
ing our atmosphere at high
speeds. They are going so
fast that the air around
them heats up, makes them
shine, and usually burns
them up.

Fragments of asteroids
During its orbit around

the Sun, the Earth is con-
stantly bombarded by par-
ticles of all sizes, and
extraterrestrial stones
that make it to the ground
are called meteorites. Vid-
eos of meteorite falls have
allowed scientists to recon-
struct the trajectories of
these objects and to track
their provenance: meteo-
rites almost invariably
come from a region be-
tween Mars and Jupiter
named the “Main Asteroid
Belt”. Most of them are in-
deed fragments of
asteroids.

Asteroids are like small
planets, although often of

irregular shapes. They are
the left-overs of the forma-
tion of the bigger planets at
the beginning of the Solar
System.

The link between meteo-
rites and asteroids was re-
cently spectacularly
confirmed by a Japanese
probe which returned dust
samples from a 600 meter-
sized asteroid named Ito-
kawa: these samples were
found to be identical with
one of the major groups of
meteorites, thus proving
that the meteorites belong-
ing to this group and Itoka-
wa derived from the
fragmentation of the same
asteroid.

A glimpse of the past
Most meteorites have

undergone little change
since their parent asteroid
assembled. They thus give
us a glimpse at the compo-
sition of the Solar System in
its first million years. In
fact, it is through primitive
meteorites that scientists
were able to determine the
age of the Solar System
with great precision: they
obtained 4.568 billion
years. Our Sun deserves a
cheerful “happy birthday”,
right?

As they represent the
original matter from which
planets were built, prim-

itive meteorites are made
of the same chemical ele-
ments as the Earth (iron,
magnesium, silicon, ox-
ygen, etc.). Yet, they con-
tain distinctive inclusions,
the most conspicuous
among them being millim-
eter-sized round grains
called chondrules. The ori-
gin of chondrules is still a

mystery, although it seems
they were formed as molten
droplets which solidified
before being incorporated
in the asteroid. The tem-
perature must have been
very high to melt the min-
erals they contain, but the

nature of the heating
events that lead to their for-
mation is still
controversial.

Asteroids have not al-
ways been cold inert bod-
ies. Like the Earth, they
were originally heated up

by spontaneous radioac-
tive disintegration of
atoms within them, as oc-
curs in a nuclear power
plant. Some of them were
heated so intensely that
they experienced a large
degree of melting, which
erased the primitive struc-
tures such as the chon-
drules. In these asteroids,

the dense metals separated
from the stony material to
form a metallic core over-
laid by a stony mantle and
crust. Some meteorites are
fragments of these “differ-
entiated” asteroids. 

Meteorites originating
from their cores are fully
metallic, whereas frag-
ments from the mantle are
metal-free and quite simi-
lar to terrestrial igneous
rocks. In fact, the Earth un-
derwent the very same dif-
ferentiation between a
metallic core and a rocky
crust. So, when you hold an
iron meteorite, which is a

piece from a shattered ce-
lestial body, it is almost as
though you were touching
the deepest regions of our
planet! 

Emmanuel Jacquet is as-
sistant professor at the
French National Museum
of Natural History in Paris,
working on meteorites and
the formation of the Solar
System. Jonathan Freun-
dlich is a PhD student at the
Paris Observatory, in
France, working on star
formation and galaxy evo-
lution. The authors can be
reached at 
jonathan.freundlich@obspm.fr.

Meteorites: witnesses of the solar system’s birth 
Emmanuel Jacquet &
Jonathan Freundlich

SHOOTING STAR A spectacular meteor fall painted by Frederic Edwin Church in 1860. COLLECTION OF
JUDITH FILENBAUM HERNSTADT.

ASTROPHYSICAL SERIES 

● To determine the age of the Solar
System, scientists can use radioactive
elements in meteorites. The amount of
such an element decreases with time, so
measuring its abundance yields the age of
the meteorite.

● The name “chondrule” comes from the
Greek “chondros”, which means “small
grain”. A meteorite with chondrules is
called a chondrite.

● Igneous rocks are rocks formed from
solidified magma or lava, such as basalt or
granite.

● An impressive meteor fall such took
place recently in Chelyabinsk, Russia. You
can easily find videos of the event on the
Internet.

Streak: Flash
Extraterrestrial:
Things/creatures from
outer space
Trajectory: Route
Provenance: Origin
Primitive: Ancient 
Inert: Lifeless
Spontaneous: Impulsive
Disintegration: Collapse 
Wee: Small
Ergonomic: Scientific
discipline that deals with
the design that optimises
human well-being and
overall system
performance.

GLOSSARY
WASHINGTON: Famous Holly-
wood actor Jon Cryer has
given his voice to a new NA-
SA film celebrating 50th an-
niversary of the first
spacewalk by a U.S.
astronaut.

On June 3, 1965, NASA
astronaut Ed White became
the first American to walk
in space.

NASA is celebrating the
50th anniversary of the
U.S.’ first extravehicular ac-

tivity (EVA) — better
known as a spacewalk —
through a number of com-
memorative features.

On June 1, NASA will pre-
miere a documentary nar-
rated by actor Jon on the
history and future of hu-
mans working on a tether in
space.

The film titled “Suit Up”
will be aired on NASA Tele-
vision and can be seen on
the US space agency’s web-

site and YouTube account.
The documentary fea-

tures interviews with NASA
Administrator and astro-
naut Charles Bolden, NASA
Deputy Administrator and
spacesuit designer Dava
Newman, as well as other
astronauts, engineers, tech-
nicians, managers and lu-
minaries of spacewalk
history.

They will share their per-
sonal stories that cover the

full EVA experience — from
spacesuit manufacturing to
spacewalk manoeuvring —
all brought to life through
historical and HD footage.
IANS

NASA celebrates 50th anniversary of first U.S. spacewalk

Astronaut Ed White is
pictured during his stroll
through space. PHOTO:
THE HINDU ARCHIVES


